Trevedra Farm Caravan & Camping Site. Sennen. Access Statement.
We are always available to give assistance in any way possible. Please ask.
The touring fields are set out in five closely mown
paddocks. Touring and Motor Caravan pitches have
access by tarmac & gravel roads with a 5 mph speed
limit. Tent pitches are grass. Cars can be parked on
the pitch. Pitches are allocated on arrival, although
we try to accommodate all specific requests and are
happy to give advice on location. Should you require
assistance with pitching please do not hesitate to
ask. Wheelchair access the Shop and café and (via
the shop) to Reception.
Facilities Buildings
The main block building has flat access and are
centrally located with dedicated disabled facilities
accessed via the national RADAR key scheme.
There are three additional separate rooms for
those that require assistance, including one with a
small bath. Operated on a key system (details via
reception) The main block are heated and contain
additional accessible toilets and showers which
are spacious and have level access with grab rails
(not suitable for most wheelchairs) .There are
non slip tiles in the wet areas.
Launderette
Has a spacious interior with level access. Inward
opening door. Please ask if you need assistance.

Reception, Shop and Cafe
There is parking adjacent to all the buildings for
disabled badge holders or drop off & pick up.
There is level wheelchair access to the shop &
then to the reception. Access from outside to
the reception is via one step. Delivery of items to
your unit can be arranged by request, including
café take – away meals. We can help send faxes
and emails if required. The outside patio area can
be accessed from outside with wheelchairs or
one small step from the café.
Lighting
The facilities are lit by sensors. The rest of the park
has low level lighting.
24hr Assistance
A member of the family lives on site. If reception
is closed there is a duty warden on call. A 24hr
telephone number can be made available to you if
you wish.
Mobile Phone Network
There is good mobile & 4g coverage on site.
Assistance Dogs
The exercise fields do not have hard paths but are
mown regularly.

Dishwashing
Spacious, outside area & interior area on main block. Beach access – is via steep steps and not suitable
Exterior on Scilly View & interior on Gwynver.
for those with mobility issues.

